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Seminarian Gregory Barnes, the Master of Ceremonies, leads the ordinand into the sanctuary. 
At the ordinand’s left is Fr. Fliess, his assistant during the ordination. Behind them are Fathers 

Francis Miller, O.F.M. and Daniel Ahern. 

The ordinand responds to the call of his name, saying “Adsum,” that is, “I am here.” He takes 
a step forward. Fr. Saavedra, in cope, is the archpriest, and makes the ordination call. 
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Above: the bishop kneels for the Litany of the Saints. Below: the ordinand has 
prostrated himself during the litany, as if to beg God and the heavenly court for the 

graces necessary to faithfully carry out his priesthood.
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At left, Bishop 
Sanborn imposes 
hands upon the 
ordinand, which 
constitutes the 

essential matter of the 
sacrament.

At right, the bishop anoints the hands 
of the newly ordained with the holy oil. 
This is done while the choir sings the 

Veni Creator Spiritus. It is a very 
symbolic act, as now the priest will 
touch the Body of Christ. Once the 
anointing is done, his hands are 

wrapped in a linen cloth known as the 
manutergium. By custom this will be 
placed in the hands of his deceased 
mother as she lies in the coffin, and 

will be buried with her. It is to signify 
that she goes to God with the merit of 

having given one of her sons to God in 
the holy priesthood.
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The clergy pose for a group photograph after the ordination. From left to right: Fr. Francis Miller, O.F.M., 
Fr. Germán Fliess, the newly ordained Fr. Luke Petrizzi, Fr. Oscar Saavedra, Bishop Donald Sanborn, Fr. 

Nicolás Despósito, Seminarian Thomas Simpson, Bishop Joseph Selway, Fr. Daniel Ahern.

On the following day, June 25th, Fr. Luke Petrizzi celebrates his First Mass. Here he offers the 
chalice during the offertory.
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Above, Fr. Petrizzi incenses the altar during the offertory. Below, he raises 
the chalice containing the Precious Blood.



M i n o r  O r d e r s  

On June 29th,  B ishop Sanborn conferred the 

minor orders of exorcist and acolyte on four 

seminarians .  Here our two Nigerian seminarians ,  

Thomas Ojeka (left)  and John Okerulu (right) 

process into the sanctuary  
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Above, the seminarians bow to the 
bishop before they go up to place 

their hands on the cruets, which is 
part of  the ceremony in receiving 
the order of  acolyte. At left, all 

four seminarians kneel at the end 
of  the ceremony, as the bishop 

imposes a small penance on them. 
From left to right: Anthony 
Brueggemann (Kentucky), 

Thomas Simpson (Ohio), John 
Okerulu (Nigeria), Thomas Ojeka 

(Nigeria.
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